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Sustainability - Sustainable Finance
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Sustainability describes the business programs, products, and practices built around environmental, social and
governance considerations.

Sustainable finance refers to the process of taking environmental, social and governance (ESG)
considerations into account, when making investment decisions in the financial sector, leading to more long-
term investments in sustainable economic activities and projects. In a corporate context, it is used to refer to
the incorporation of non-financial considerations into business strategy and decision-making.

The term ESG encompasses the wide set of environmental, social and corporate governance considerations
that can impact a company’s ability to generate value.



Sustainable Business Strategy

Sustainability

3 Ps

According to McKinsey, companies with high ESG ratings consistently
outperform the market in both the medium and long term.



ATHEX - ESG Reporting
Core Metrics

Advanced Metrics

Sector Specific Metrics

Source: Athens Stock Exchange Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate and Accounting Standard 



Example: Emissions

Source: Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate and Accounting Standard 



Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

Source: GRI 1: Foundation 2021   



Benefits of ESG Information Disclosure

Firms that are more transparent and perform well on material ESG issues have greater access to capital with a
lower cost. Enhance a company’s ability to attract long term investors, especially institutional investors whose
policies mandate the incorporation of ESG information into their capital allocation decisions.

Governments are increasingly putting in place different mandatory requirements for corporate ESG disclosure,
like the European Union’s Non-Financial Reporting Directive 2014/95/EU. Companies that establish clear
processes for identifying, measuring and managing ESG factors will quickly respond to regulatory
developments, reduce compliance risks and secure their license to operate within a changing environment.

Good performance on material ESG indicators can generate value for shareholders and improve long-term
corporate performance. Companies that exhibit strong performance on material ESG issues display improved
operational efficiency and perform better than firms with poor ESG performance in terms of stock returns and
future profitability.

Disclosing ESG information and improving performance on material factors demonstrates a company’s ethical
alignment with international frameworks like the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and a commitment
to long-term value creation. Providing information on material non-financial topics enables effective
communication with both internal and external stakeholders and offers opportunities for meaningful
engagement during the reporting process.

Source: Athens Stock Exchange 

Improved access to capital

Complying with regulatory changes

Strengthening corporate performance

Enhancing corporate reputation and stakeholder engagement



A Road to Sustainable Finance 
 In December 2015 the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) established the

Paris Climate Agreement, considered as a landmark in global efforts to tackle climate change.
 The agreement sets the ambitious target of limiting the rise in global warming to well below 2°C compared to

pre-industrial levels by the end of the century (Art. 2.1(a)), which would require massive reductions in CO2
emissions in the next decades.

 At the same time, the Agreement recognizes the role of financing de-carbonization by putting forward a
commitment to "making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions
and climate-resilient development" (Art. 2.1(c)).

 On 11 December 2019, the Commission presented the European green deal, a growth strategy aiming to
make Europe the first climate-neutral continent by 2050.

 As part of the green deal, the Commission presented on 14 January 2020 the European green deal
investment plan, which will mobilise at least €1 trillion of sustainable investments over the next decade. It
will create the right environment – or ‘enabling framework’ – to facilitate and stimulate the public and private
investments needed for the transition to a climate-neutral, green, competitive and inclusive economy.

 The Commission presented on 17 September 2020 its 2030 climate target plan, with an increased emissions
reduction target of 55% by 2030 as compared to 1990 levels.

 Commission has since 2018 been developing a comprehensive policy agenda on sustainable finance,
comprising the action plan on financing sustainable growth and the development of a renewed sustainable
finance strategy in the framework of the European green deal and the new strategy for financing the
transition to a sustainable economy. The Commission is also coordinating international efforts through
its International platform on sustainable finance.



EU Goals and Sustainable Investment

Source: European Commission 

Major investments are needed to transform the EU economy to deliver on climate, environmental and social 
sustainability goals, including the Paris Agreement and the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

 The European Investment Bank:
end financing for fossil fuel
energy projects by 2022 and
unlock €1 trillion in investments
in climate action and
environmental sustainability in
the decade to 2030.

Fit for 55: 
40%

Fit for 
55/Climate 

Law 55%

Fit for 55 targets: 
350 billion euro 
more every year 
during the 2021-

2030 decade than  
during the 

previous decade 



Source: Bloomberg New Energy Outlook 2021

More than three quarters of the effort to cut emissions in the next nine years falls to the power sector and to
faster deployment of wind and solar PV.

Another 14% is achieved with greater use of electricity in transport, in heating for buildings and in providing
lower-temperature heat in industry.

 Greater recycling in steel, aluminum and plastics accounts for a 2% drop in emissions, greater building
efficiency 0.5%, and growth of bioenergy for sustainable aviation fuel and shipping another 2%.

Getting on Track  

Green Scenario: Fossil fuels 10%, Renewables 
85% and Nuclear 5% of primary energy in 2050

1.400 GW renewables/year globally till 2050 

0.9% 
emissions 
increase a 
year, from 

2015 to 
2020.



Source: Climate Policy Initiative 

Global Climate Finance Flows and Annual 
Investment Needs Through 2050 
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Financing Renewables Globally

Πηγή: IRENA Global Landscape of 
Renewable Energy Finance 2020

Πηγή: Eurostat
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Renewable Energy Investment Needs 
Globally 

Source: Climate Policy Initiative 



Major Green Finance Announcements from 
COP26 

Source: SPG Global 



Green Bond Definitions

International Capital Market Association (ICMA) – A “green
bond” is differentiated from a regular bond by its label, which
signifies a commitment to exclusively use the funds raised to
finance or re- finance “green” projects, assets or business
activities.

European Commission – A Green Bond is any type of listed or
unlisted bond or capital market debt instrument issued by a
European or international issuer that is aligned with the
European Union Green Bond Standard (EU GBS)

The World Bank – A green bond is a debt security that is
issued to raise capital specifically to support climate –
related or environmental projects.



Types of Labelled Bonds

.



Sustainable Bonds vs Sustainability Linked 
Bonds

Structurally linked to the issuer’s achievement of
climate goals or broader Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG), such as through a covenant linking the
coupon of a bond.

Green Bonds

Social Bonds

Sustainability Bonds

SUSTAINABLE BONDS
(use of proceeds)

SUSTAINABILITY-
LINKED BONDS (SLB)

Example: Public Power Corporation  €650 million SLB  

Source: Climate Bond Initiative 





Market Overview

Source: Climate Bond Initiative 



Source: Climate Bond Initiative 

Top Regions & Countries for Green Bond 
Issuance 



Europe Green Bond Issuance

Source: Climate Bond Initiative 

Greece: $1,5bn

France: $148bn

Germany: $122,4bn

Ολλανδία: $65,8bn

Σουηδία: $54,1bn



 Energy sector:  USD102,7bn
 Low Carbon Buildings: USD76,2bn
 Low Carbon Transport: USD66,4bn
 Water Infrastructure: USD18,7bn 
 Waste: USD6,9bn 
 Land Use: USD14,4bn 
 ICT : USD1,4bn
 Industry: USD0,9bn

Green Bonds: Use of Proceeds Breakdown 2014-2020

Use of Proceeds Breakdown 2020

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative

Energy; 35,4%

Buildings; 26,3%

Transport; 22,9%

Water; 6,5%

Land Use; 5,0%

Waste; 2,4%
ICT; 0,5%

Industry; 0,3%

Unspecified; 
0,8%



CBI’s Taxonomy 

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative

 The Climate Bonds Taxonomy identifies the assets and projects needed to deliver a low carbon economy and
gives GHG emissions screening criteria consistent with the 1.50C global warming limit set by COP 21 Paris
Agreement.

 The Sector Criteria contain the requirements that specify what assets and infrastructure can be financed with
bonds/loans, which have received Climate Bonds Certification.



EU Taxonomy 
 The EU taxonomy is a classification system, establishing a

list of environmentally sustainable economic activities.

 The Taxonomy Regulation 2020/852 entered into force
on 12 July 2020.

 The Taxonomy Regulation establishes six environmental
objectives:
 Climate change mitigation
 Climate change adaptation
 The sustainable use and protection of water and

marine resources
 The transition to a circular economy
 Pollution prevention and control
 The protection and restoration of biodiversity and

ecosystems.
Criteria for environmentally sustainable economic activities:
1. contributes substantially to one or more of the

environmental objectives,
2. does not significantly harm any of the environmental

objectives,
3. is carried out in compliance with the minimum

safeguards laid down in Article 18,
4. complies with technical screening criteria.



Classification systems to identify green 
assets and projects 

Source: Climate Bond Initiative - Growing green bond markets: The development of taxonomies to identify green assets



Who Can Issue a Green Bond?
 Any entity with bonding capability or authority may issue Green Bonds, including private

companies, financial institutions or governments. These include:

 Private companies: Non-financial corporations, particularly energy and utility
companies, finance specific environmental projects through Green Bonds issuance.
Such issuances allow investors to know their investments are going to green
solutions, as companies issuing Green Bonds obligate themselves to ring-fence the
proceeds to specific, previously-outlined projects.

 Financial institutions: Commercial, investment and development banks can all issue
Green Bonds. Such issuances signal the companies’ commitment to sustainable
development.

 Municipalities and national governments: Government entities can issue Green
Bonds as a means to finance specific local projects or meet selected environmental
targets. For municipalities, Green Bonds are a sure way to engage local stakeholders
into financing sustainable solutions, while for national governments, sovereign
Green Bonds aid in carrying out sustainable policy agendas and stimulate the flow of
private capital investments.



Issuing of Green Bonds  in Europe
 European Union

 30% of the EU's up-to 800 billion euro COVID-19 recovery scheme NextGenerationEU, which gives
grants and loans to member states until end-2026, will be raised through the issuance of green bonds
and use the proceeds to finance green investments and reforms, in a clear sign of its commitment to
sustainability.

 The Commission proceeded with the issuance of the first NextGenerationEU green bond in October
2021, worth €12 billion, the world's largest green bond to date.

 Greece

 TERNA Energy issued a seven-year €150mn green bond in October 2019. EBRD invested €18mn in the
green bond issuance, being the first certified climate bond that the EBRD is supporting in the country.
Ernst & Young has verified that the bond meets the Climate Bonds Initiative’s classification as a certified
climate bond.

 2019 was also the year in which ELLAKTOR Group, taking into account the favorable conditions in the
international capital markets, proceeded to the issuance of an international, green bond, with fixed rate
without collateral, totaling €670mn over a five-year period.

 MYTILINEOS S.A. announced in April 2021 the successful pricing of its inaugural green bond offering of
€500mn aggregate principal amount of 2.25% senior notes due 2026 at an issuance price of 100%.

 NATIONAL BANK OF GREECE completed successfully the placement of a green senior bond in the Greek
market in October 2020, totaling €500 million.

 PIRAEUS BANK has successfully completed the book building process for the issuance of a €500 million
green bond in October 2021.

 The Greek Government prepares to issue green state bonds in second half of 2022. 27



Complementary Steps To Issue A Green 
Bond

 Define a Green Bond Framework

 Engage a verifier/service provider

 Include the green attributes in marketing materials and
investor documents

 Allocate proceeds to the projects.

 Monitor the projects and track allocation over time.

 Publish Impact Report.

 Post issuance Audit if necessary.



Types of External Review



External Review Methodology Examples

Opinion: ….. finds that Management of Proceeds proposed by
MYTILINEOS’ Green Bond Framework is well aligned with the
Green Bond Principles. The issuer has set up a Green Bond
register in order to track the proceeds in a transparent manner,
reflecting good market practices. Furthermore, the issuer has
defined the expected allocation period for all proceeds.

Based on the limited assurance procedures conducted and
evidence obtained, nothing has come to our attention that
causes us to believe that, in all material respects ELLAKTOR’s
2019 Green Bond is not in conformance with the Climate
Bonds Standard’s Pre-Issuance Requirements.



Climate Bond Standard and European Green Bond 
Standard 

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative

 2022 will see a major update, expanding to 
include transition to net zero.



Certification Process 

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative



IENE – Approved Verifier

 As of January 2021, IENE became the first organization in Greece and SE Europe to be granted Approved
Verifier status under the Climate Bond Standard. This is a significant milestone in the development of
Green Bond markets in SE Europe.

 As an Approved Verifier, IENE is in a position to assess project eligibility against the solar, wind, biomass,
geothermal, energy efficiency, cogeneration and low carbon buildings criteria under the Climate Bonds
Standard for green bond issuance.

 Verification services will be provided across all low carbon energy sectors for pre-issuance and post-
issuance assurance.



Thank you for
your attention 

iterzidou@iene.gr
i_terzidou@yahoo.com


